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ABSTRACT 
We show that finite-state machines can be represented as unique elements of 
special modules of functions. We obtain a module representation for the machine with 
the least number of states over a class of equivalent machines. We present a unique 
factorization of this representation. We construct an array which characterizes all state 
transitions and is identical for all machines in the equivalence class. Further, we show 
that the module representation for any finite-state machine is contained in a free 
submodule, and can be written as a linear combination of elements of submodules 
obtained from equivalent machine states. Module representations and associated 
arrays are given for two examples. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Previous algebraic investigations of finite-state machines have made use of 
a semigroup structure defined on finite strings of elements taken from the 
input set of the machine. Representations for the machines are then given in 
terms of certain homomorphic mappings of these input strings [l]. This 
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approach led to the concept of equivalent machines, and to the existence of a 
machine which is minimal in the sense that it has the smallest state set among 
the equivalent machines. Algorithms for generating this minimal machine 
were developed, and a representative algorithm is given in [2]. 
The finite-state machine representations developed in [3] are a departure 
from the semigroup approach in that they are based on mapping the 
finite-state machines into a ring of functions. In the present paper we 
continue this ring based development of finite-state machine representations. 
We introduce a module formulation for the representation, and determine 
the relationship of module representations for equivalent finite-state ma- 
chines. Also, we identify submodules which contain the representations and 
investigate their algebraic properties. 
The notation used here is consistent with that of [3]; it is extended as 
necessary to handle the concepts related to equivalent machines and equiva- 
lent states which we give in Section 2. 
2. TERMINOLOGY 
A finite-state machine is defined as a 5-tuple (Q, 2, A, 6, A) composed of 
three sets and two functions. The sets Q, 2, and A are assumed to be finite, 
nonempty, and disjoint. They are termed the state set, the input set, and the 
output set respectively. The function 6 : Q X x + Q is termed the next-state 
function, and h : Q X 2 + A is termed the output function. 
Let Q, X:, and A be enumerated by 
with cardinality IQ1 = m, 1x1 = 2, and IAl = p where m, I, and p are positive 
integers. 
Let A+ be the set of all finite-state machines with the same input set Z 
and the same output set A; further, the state set Q for any finite-state 
machine in A+ is any finite, nonempty set satisfying the restriction that Q, 
C, and A are mutually disjoint. 
2.1. Basic Operation of a Finite-State Machine 
Given a finite-state machine M = (Q, 2, A, 6, A) E A’, we define for 
any positive integer r the functions 6,. : Q X 2’ -+ Q’ and h, : Q X c’ -+ A 
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for any (9, a) E Q X C’ with a = (a,, . . . , a,_ 1) E Xr by 
&(q,a) = b, 
A,(q,a) = c, 
whereb=(bO,...,b,_,)EQ r is defined recursively with b,, = 9, 
b k+l = 6(bk, ak), k = 0, 1, . . . ) T - 2) (lb) 
andwherec=(ca,..., c,_ i) E h’ is defined as 
ck = A(&, ak)> k=O,l,..., r- 1. (lc) 
For any (9, a) E Q X 2’ we define the operation of the finite-state 
machine M to mean the generation of b E Q’ and c E M according to 
Equation (la). 
2.2. Equivalent States and Equivalent Machines 
Given a finite-state machine M E A+ and an integer r E N, r > 0, a 
state qi E Q is said to be r-equivalent to a state qi E Q if for every x E C’, 
When qi, qj E Q are r-equivalent, we write this as qi E, ql. 
If q, E, qj for all r E N, r > 0, we say that qi is equivalent to qj and 
write qi E qj. It is clear that E, and E are equivalence relations. We denote 
the equivalence class of q E Q with respect to E by [9]. 
A finite-state machine M’ = (Q’, 2, A, 6’, A’) E At is said to cover a 
finite-state machine M = (Q, C, A, 6, A) E A+ when there exists a mapping 
K : Q + Q’ such that for every q E Q and for every positive integer r, 
4(9,x) = w49)A Vx E C’. 
Given finite-state machines M, M’ E A+, if M covers M’, and M’ 
covers M, then the finite-state machines are said to be equivalent, and this is 
denoted as M = M’. 
Clearly, = is an equivalence relation. We denote the equivalence class of 
the finite-state machine M E A+ by [M 1. 
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2.3. Reduced Machines 
A finite-state machine M E A+ with M = (Q, 2, A, 6, A) is said to be a 
reduced machine when there exists no finite-state machine M’ E [ M ] with 
M’ = (Q’, 2, A, S’, A’) which satisfies IQ’1 < IQl. 
It has been shown [2] that for any M E A+, there exists an associated 
reduced machine 6 E [M ] that has state set Q = Q/E, where Q/E 
denotes the quotient class of Q by E; &and the next-state mapping 
&Q/EXZ-+Q/E and output mapping h : Q/E X Z + A are defined 
for every ([q], x> E Q/E X Z by 
Let & E N, & > 0 denote the cardinality of the quotient class Q/E, and 
let k 1, . . . , k, be the indices of elements of Q such that 
Q/E = {h,l, . . a> LqkJ}. (3) 
3. MODULE REPRESENTATION 
Let A c A+ be the set of all finite-state machines of A+ that have the 
same state set Q. Let S be the finite set given by S = Q U I: U A, Further, 
denote the additive monoid of mappings from S to the natural numbers N by 
NS, as defined in [3], and the direct sum of NS with itself by a. Also, 
following [3], denote the monoid ring for Q over the ring of integers Z by 
z’“’ 
Let S, c S be given by S, = Z U A, and define Q, c NS by 
Q, = {WI o E NS and supp( w) c S,,} (4) 
where supp(w) denotes the support set for the mapping w. Then Cp together 
with pointwise addition and an identity element given by the zero function is 
a monoid. 
Further, define d c Sz as the monoid formed by the direct sum of Cp 
with itself; i.e., 
Sz=cPCB@. (5) 
Then Z(“), the monoid ring for 6 over Z, is a subring of z(‘). Also, since any 
ring with a subring A is an A-module, then Z(“’ is a Z(o)-module. 
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3.1. Module Representation for M 
For any A c s1, the characteristic function of A is defined by 
X,(K, K) = 
1 if (~,p) EA 
0 if (K,p) EA, 
tJ(K,P) E 0. (6) 
For A = {(a, p)} c n,wedenote XI(,,p,, by[cY, pl,,whichwecallthe 
bracket notation for the characteristic function of {((Y, p )l. 
This bracket notation should not be confused with the bracket notation to 
indicate equivalence classes. Similar bracket notation will be used throughout 
this paper in connection with other characteristic functions, for which the 
subscript will denote the appropriate characteristic function. 
Then, from Lemma 1 of [3] we can define the mapping r : A -+ Z’“” ad 
write r(M) for any M E A as 
with ei, ,$, pij, lij E NS, i = 1, . , . , m, j = 1, . . . , 1, given for every s E S by 
O,(s) = 
1 for s = gi, 1 for s = S(q,, XI), 
0 otherwise, 
Pij(4 = 
0 otherwise, 
(7’~) 
$(s) = 
1 for s=xi, 
!!iij('> = 
1 for s = h(q,, Xi), 
0 otherwise, 0 otherwise, 
where 6 is the next-state function, and h is the output function associated 
with the finite-state machine M. 
Note that when viewing T( M > as a function from fi to Z, its value for any 
element of its support set is 1. 
Then r( M > can be factored as 
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We can rearrange terms in the summation to obtain 
with oii E Z(“‘, i, j = 1, . . . , m, given by 
I C [ 6, > liti1 x for 'ij # 03 aij = u Eli, 0 E z@) for Zij = 0, 
(8a) 
(8b) 
where 
Zij = I”I Piu = B,}, i,j = 1,. ..,m. (8c) 
We call the expression given by Equation (Sa) the module representation 
for the finite-state machine M E A. 
3.2. Module Representation for A? 
Let S* = Q/E U If+ U A, and denote by NS* the additive monoid of 
functions from S* to N for which the addition operation is given by pointwise 
addition of functions. Let a* be the monoid formed by the direct sum of NS* 
with itself, and Z(““, the monoid ring for R* over Z. 
Further, we write the characteristic function of B c fi* as xz, and the 
bracket notation for x{~*, p*jI with (a*, p*> E fin* as [a*, p*lx,. 
Let A* be the subset of A+ composed of all finite-state machines with 
state set Q/E. Then we can define T* : A* -+ Z(“” as in Lemma 1 of [3] and 
apply it to 6 E A* to obtain 
(gal 
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with tI*, ,$,*, bij, tj E NS*, i = 1,. . . , it, j = 1,. . . ,l, given for every 
s E s* by 
0: (s) = 
1 for s = [qk,], 
o othetise 
fiij('> = 
1 for s = s^([qk,], x1), 
0 otherwise, 
t;(s) = 
1 for s=xj, 
0 otherwise, 
tj(") = 
1 for s = i([qk,], x,~), 
0 otherwise, 
where s^ and i are defined by Equation (2). 
Let a* c NS* be given by 
CD* = (01 w E N”* and supp( w) c St,}. (10) 
Then +* together with pointwise addition and an identity element given by 
the zero function is a monoid. 
Further, define 6* c R* as the monoid formed by the direct sum of @* 
with itself; i.e., 
Then Z(‘*‘, the monoid ring for fi* over Z, is a subring of Z’““. Thus. Z”L*’ 
is a Z(A*)-module. n 
The module representation for the reduced machine M is given by 
with Gij E z(~*), i,j = 1,. . . , &, given by 
where cj, i, j = 1,. . . , hi, are sets of indices given by 
ij = (ul$j,, = q). ( 12c) 
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Let E* c 1R* be given by 
(13) 
Then we have the following result: 
THEOREM 1. For any finite-state machine ll/i E A’, there e$sts an 
integer r E N, r > 0, distinct elements p, E ZCn*), /Ii Z 0 E Z”“, and 
disjoint sets Gi E 5*,&i = 1,. . . , r such that the module representation for 
the reduced machine M can be written as 
T*(G) = i pi& (14 
i=l 
Proof. We start with the module representation for d given in charac- 
teristic-function notation as 
Let Ed E ZcA), h = 1,. . . , r, enumerate the support of 7*(G). Then 
and we can write G-*(G) as 
T*(G) = i &h 
h=l 
where ]h, h = 1,. . . , r, are given by 
]h = {(u, v) t &h = ‘&}. 
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Since for h = 1,. . . , r we have 
we can define D, c E*, h = 1,. . . , r, by 
and write 
T*(G) = c Eh x;,,. 
h=l 
By definition, E,,, h = 1,. . . , r, are distinct. Suppose the sets D,, . . , D, 
are not disjoint. This implies there exists some pair of indices (u,), v,) and h,, 
h, E N, h, > 0, h, > 0, such that 
( e:, ’ 0: > E D,, n D, . 2 
By definition of D, we then have 
& =&h, UUY<l 
and 
& “DUO = Eh,. 
But Equations (15a) and (I5b) contradict the fact that the E,, i 
are distinct. Therefore, the sets D,, . . . , D, are disjoint. 
= = 1,. . , r. 
Observe that we can take pi = E,, i = 1,. . . , r, and G, = D,, i = 1,. . . , r. 
( 15a) 
(1Sb) 
which completes the proof. ??
We call the repr?sentation for r*(G) of Equation (14) the standard 
representation for M. This representation is analogous to the standard 
representation for simple functions [4]. 
3.3. The Minimal Array Y7 
We now introduce an array whose components are obtained from the 
coefficients of the module representation for the reduced machine M E A* 
associated with the finite-state machine M E A. 
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Let s1, be the monoid formed by the direct sum of the additive monoid 
NSo with itself, i.e., 
i-l, = NS" @ NSo, (16) 
from which we form Z (no), the monoid ring for a,, over Z. 
We write the characteristic function of A c 0, as ,yj, and the bracket 
notation for xtFll, p I1 with (a, p) E &, as [(Y, ~1~0. 
For any monoid ring Z(O) in which R is based on the finite set S having 
the same input set and output set as any finite-state machine in A+, and for 
any p E Z(‘) with P = C;=, r&i+, qlx, define /J I] S, as the element of 
Z(%) given by 
where wil s, is the restriction of the mapping oi to S,, and vi1 s, is the 
restriction of the mapping vi to S,. 
We define r as the & X 7iz array given for any reduced machine 
;=A+ by 
T= (18a) 
where & is the cardinality of the state set of the reduced machine fi, and T 
has components ujj E Zcno), i, j = 1,. . . , 
the module representation for 2 as 
hi, given in terms of coefficients of 
Vii = hij II s,, i,j=l &. ,*..> ( 18b) 
Since a reduced machine 6 exists for any M E A+, the array r is well 
defined for every M E A'. We call the array ?? defined via Equations (18a) 
and (18b) the minimal array of M. 
EXAMPLE 1 (A three-state finite-state machine). From Figure 3-10 of [2] 
we take the finite-state machine M, = (Q, C, A, S, A) with 
Q = h9243L z = {q>xJ> A = IYb Yzl (19) 
and the next-state function S and output function A defined in Table 1. 
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TABLE 1 
STATE TRANSITION TABI,E FOR FIKITE-STATE 
MACHINE M, 
State 
6 h 
Input x, x2 Xl s 2 
Let S = Q U 2 U A, and define the mappings 8,, gi, &, pij, i,, E N”. 
i = 1,2,3, j = 1,2, k = 1,2, according to Equation (7b). Then with the ring 
Z”” and module Z cn) defined as in this section, the mapping T can be 
defined as in [3], and thus we obtain the module representation for M, as 
with qj E Z(‘), i, j = 1,2,3, given by 
In factored form it becomes 
T(~,) = [t,, 41ix([e,, a, + [wW 
+[.c,, Ic12i,([e,. a, + [e3,e21.) 
+[s,, rcr,l,[e,, 41, + [S,, ~IlxP32~~31x~ 
Since q1 Eq,, end q2 is not eq@$ent to either yI or y3, then the 
reduced machine M, = (Q/E, ‘c, A, 6, A) has state set given by 
Q/E = {[d b/e]} 
and next-state function $ and output function i as given in Table 2. 
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TABLE 2 
STATE TRANSITION TABLE FOR THE 
REDUCED MACHINE 6, 
State 
s A 
Input xl x2 Xl x2 
[%I 
1921 
[921 
[%I 
YI Yz 
Yz Yl 
With S* = Q/E u 2 U A and the mappings 0:, $*, Jlk*, $,, ij E N”, 
i = 1,2, j = 1,2, k = 1,2, defined accordmg to the theory of this section, we 
can write the standard representation for M, as 
Similarly, the minimal array associated with M, is given by 
with 
4. SUBMODULE DECOMPOSITION 
We now investigate the range of the mapping r. Let a C fi be given by 
B = ij ij {(q, e,)}. (20) 
i=r jr1 
Then define q c Zen) to be the finite set of characteristic functions based on 
singleton subsets of 8; i.e., 
(21) 
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Let II be the Z(‘)-module spanned by 1Ir, denoted by Z(“)(zIr). Note 
that since I? is identical to the submodule of Z’“) composed of all functions 
from the finite set ‘4~ to Z, then for any cil E Z(“‘, i, j = 1,. . . , m, we have 
Crl,CI”=1~ij[e~,8j]x=Oifandonlyif~ij=OVi,j=1,...,m.Thismakes 
* a linearly independent set. Thus, * is a basis for r. Hence, r is a free 
Z(n)-module (following the concepts for free modules presented in [5] ). 
Further, observe that the image of A under T is a subset of r. Therefore: 
THEOREM 2. Let A c A+ be the set of all finite-state machines of A’ 
that have state set Q. Then there exists a free module r and an injectiw 
mapping r : A + r. 
We now define sets which will be used in a submodule decomposition of 
I’. Let 0 be the set of mappings in NS representing the states of the 
finite-state machine M which is given by 
0 = {e ,,...) e,,). (22) 
Let A,,..., A, be defined as the blocks of the partition of Q associated 
with the equivalence relation E; i.e., 
Aj = [yk,], j=l >...,A. 
Let Bj, j = 1, . . . , rii, be defined by 
B, = (Bklf3k E 0 and yk E Aj}. 
LetCjk,j,k=l ,..., &,begivenby 
Then Cij, i, j = 1, . . . . &a, forms a partition of q; i.e., 
^ A 
*= ij i j cij, C,,~IC~,=~ for j+i,k+l. (23). 
i=l j=l 
Denote the submodule of Z(“) spanned by Cij, i,j = 1,. . . , hi, by N,,; i.e., 
Ni, = Z”‘(Cii). (24 
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Hence, r is the module sum of the submodules Nij, i, j = 1, . . . , r%; i.e., 
A * 
l-= E E Nij. (25) 
i=l j=l 
COROLLARY 1. The finite-state machine M = (Q, 2, A, S, A) can be 
uniquely represented by 7(M) E r written as 
(26) 
with Xij E Nlj, i, j = 1,. . . , hi. 
Proof. We start with r(M) written as 
Since the sets Cij, i, j = 1,. . . , hi, are disjoint we can define the sets of 
ordered pairs of indices Kijk, i, j = A, k = 1,. . . , 1, by 
Kijk = ((u, v)l[e,, e,], E Cij and &k = %>. 
Now, we can group terms in T(M) based on these disjoint subsets of state 
pairs: 
T(M) = f? i! 
i=l j=l 
i ( c [~k~~uklx[eu~ 8,1,) . 
k=l (u,v)eKilk 1 
By definition of the equivalence relation E, all ordered pairs (ul, v,), 
(u2, v2) E Kijk satisfy 
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Thus, we can let 
for any uO and v,, such that (u,,, vO) E Kijk. Then r(M) can be written as 
r(M) = C 5 . i=l j=l IY pijk( (u pEK k[t>evl, k=l ‘1 )I 
Now let Xij, i, j = 1, . . . , hi, be defined by the expression in large brackets 
in the above equation, i.e., 
1 
xij = c pijk 
k=l 
( c PO %1x). 
(u, V)Erqjk 
Then by definition, pijk is an element of Z(“, i, j = 1,. . . , ii, k = 1, . . . ,1. 
Further, by choice of the indices in the sets Kijk we have that 
([&f&l(UP) EKi,Ik)CNij, i,j=l,...,A. 
Thus, Xii E Ntj, i, j = 1, . . . , A, which was to be proved. 
We call the form of r(M) gi ven by Equation (26) the submodule 
representation for M E A. 
EXAMPLE 2 (A nine-state finite-state machine). From Figure 3-12 of [21 
we take the finite-state machine M, = (Q, ‘c, A, 6, A) where 
Q = h--~d~ c = Ix,, X2,?3}> A = {~a, YJ (27) 
with next-state function S and output function A defined in Table 3. 
Then A,, . . . , A, and B,, . . . , B,5 are given by 
A, = 1917 933 4sL B, = {e,, 03, e,), 
4 = h441’ B, = {e,, e,), 
A3 = kc qd 7 ~3 = {es, e7), 
4 = hh B, = I e,} 1 
A, = {9& % = { %I)~ 
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TABLE 3 
STATE TRANSITION TABLE FOR FINITE-STATE MACHINE M, 
State 
6 A 
Input x1 x2 x3 Xl x2 x3 
41 
q2 
q3 
94 
45 
76 
97 
qt3 
99 
92 
91 
92 
93 
% 
4x 
q6 
94 
q7 
92 
q4 
92 
95 
94 
95 
Yl Yo Yo 
Yo Yl Yl 
Yl Yo Yo 
92 q2 Yo Yl Yl 
94 93 Yl Yo Yo 
49 q6 Yo Yl Yl 
92 98 Yl Yo Yo 
94 97 Yl Yo Yo 
49 47 Yo Yl Yl 
Also, we have Cjk, j, k = 1, . . . ,5, the partition of * given by 
and Njk, j,k = l,..., 5, the submodules of Z(‘)(q) given by 
Njk = Z(‘)(Cjk), j,k=l,..., 5. 
The submodule representation of M, is 
T( M2) = 5 5 Xij 
isI j=I 
withXjjENij,i,j=l ,..., 5,givenby 
x,2 = ([ 51, SJ, + [ 82, 4%lx)(~% e21x + h437 021, + P8~4lJ~ 
xl3 = it,. eol,(h a, + h 41, + [k e71x), 
x2, = [ tl> +o13,([~2~ a, + [e4> e31Jp 
x2, = (k,, d~,i, + [t3? ~Jx>([~2~ 41, + P4> e21,), 
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x3, = [ 53> &J,([% a, + h, %I,)~ 
x32 = [ 527 IL"l,(PS~ f41, + I%, e21,)y 
x3, = [s17 Icl,l,(Ee,~ e,l, + [e,, e6l,)3 
x41 = [S,> hJ*Pt3~ %I,~ 
x4, = [t,, hl,[e6J e61x, 
x‘s = LL ~JJ%Jhl,~ 
x,, = ([ha ~ol, + LL ~Jx)[~,~ blx3 
x5, = [L ~Jx[b a,, 
and all other Xij = 0 E Z(“‘. 
The reduced machine L$ = [Q/E, C, A, s^, /i> with the sets Q, IZ., and A 
as defined in Equation (27) and the state set Q/E given by 
Q/E = {[9k,l, [91;,1, [9k,17 [9k,1> [9k51} 
with k, = 1, k, = 2, k, = 5, k, = 6, k, = 9. The functions 
s^ : Q/E X x + Q/E and i : Q/E X I: + A are defined in Table 4. 
The standard representation for h?, is given by 
TABLE 4 
STATE TRANSITION TABLE FORTHE REDUCED MACHINE A?, 
State 
[Yk,] 
;;bl] 
$1 
[c(k) 
Input x1 
bk,] 
bk,] 
6 
x2 
hk,] 
hk,] 
[qk) 
$k;; 
k, 
x3 Xl 
[qk,] Yl 
[qk,] Yo 
hk,] Yl 
The minimal array ‘I’, associated with M, is given by 
with 
ii = !YilS,, 4 = @ISo’ i = 1,2,3, j = 1,2. 
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